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WISCONSIN FAMILY ACTION RESPONDS TO JEWISH COMMUNITY
RELATION COUNCIL’S FLAG COMPARISION ALLEGATION
MADISON, WI –Yesterday the Jewish Community Relations Council (JCRC) of the Milwaukee Jewish Federation along
with Diverse & Resilient (D&R) (a pro-LGBT organization) jointly released a statement falsely accusing Wisconsin
Family Action (WFA) of comparing the so-called “Rainbow Pride” flag to a Nazi flag. This was in response to a press
release in which the following question was asked regarding Governor Evers’ divisive and exclusive action:
“By ordering this flag to fly over the state capitol, Governor Evers is proclaiming one group of Wisconsin citizens as
preferred over others. He may have the authority as governor to make this decision; but in our opinion, he made a
blatantly bad decision. Would the Governor authorize the Christian flag to be flown over the capitol or a Nazi flag or any
number of other flags representing all sorts of Wisconsin citizens and their beliefs?”
JCRC and D&R stated in their press release that they were “disappointed and outraged about Wisconsin Family Action’s
comparison of the Pride flag with the Nazi flag.” WFA did not compare the “Pride” flag with the Nazi flag any more than
it compared it to the Christian flag. That reference was clearly part of highlighting the reality that there are many citizen
groups in this state that have beliefs and identities that could ask for the same special treatment to recognize them as the
Governor has done with this “Pride” flag. Sadly, the use of “identity politics” is not a new strategy for those who want to
use emotional manipulation to get people to react a certain way and come to a specific conclusion, even if the reaction and
conclusion are based on inaccurate or untruthful information.
Wisconsin Family Council, our sister organization, has launched a petition that has, in only a few short days, garnered
6000+ signatures and continues to grow. Wisconsin’s citizens are exercising their voice in sending the message to
Governor Evers that they don’t feel represented by this latest tactic and are asking him to take the “Pride flag” down.
Note: The JCRC of the Milwaukee Jewish Federation should not be mistaken for the Milwaukee Jewish Community
(MJC). A call was placed yesterday to MJC who, in turn, informed us that statements placed by JCRC are not a reflection
of their organization. According to the spokesperson, the JCRC “does not speak for us.”

###
Wisconsin Family Action is a statewide organization engaged in strengthening, preserving and promoting marriage, family, life and
liberty in Wisconsin.

